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B cTpyKType pacnpe,lleJIeHIDI pecypcoB, npe,llJIO)[(eHa MO,lleJIh HeJIeraJIhHOll: Mlirparum c ~eTOM
norpaHWIHoH KoppynU;lili, npliHliMa5I BO BHliMaHlie 3ana,llHhle ,CTPaHhI
CHf. IIpe,llrroJIaraeTc>I, qTO mrrOTeTliqeCKa5I BJIaCTh rrOrpaHliqHOll: crry)K6hI CTapaeTC>I
MliHliMli3lipOBaTh cpe,llHee qHCJIO HeJIeraJIhHblX rrepeCeqeHlill: rocrpaHliQhI. 3TO qliCJIO
JIl1Heiffio 3aBliCliT OT ypOBH>I KOpy:r~liH
B MeCTHhIX a,llMliHliCTPaIIHRX rrpM OrrTliMaJIbHOM
pacrrpe,lleJIeHlili 61O,ll)[(eTHhIX pecypcoB H qJIiKClipOBaHHoM qHCJIe rrorpaHMqHHKOB.
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In recent years, a number of authors have pointed out the relationship between irregular
migration and state border corruption. The critical variable seems to be the interaction between
the governments and organised crime syndicates [1, p. 149]. There is a direct relationship between the regimes that organise and regulate migratory movements, and the scope of irregular
migration [6, p. 78]. As syndicates have become more sophisticated and profitable - as a consequence of the higher demand and cost for their services - their capacity and means to corrupt
have also grown [3, p. 121]. Corruption is now a key element in human smuggling and trafficking because it makes it easier to get the migrants across the borders [1, p . 149] and should therefore be viewed as an essential cog in the wheel of labour trafficking [5, p. 148]. Without employees at border checkPoints turning a blind eye, often after the payment of a significant sum of
money, this form of organised crime could not proceed [7, p. 55] . Payment of bribes in money,
to improper documentation or protecgoods, or kind can persuade an official to turn a blind ~ye
tion against scrupulous checking of vehicles, cargo holders, or v,essels holding smuggled migrant workers [9, p.157].
In the Western Newly Independent States - WNIS - thereis a lot of anecdotal evidence
about state border corruption . As an.example, it has been pointed out that Ukraine's ability to
address irregular migration has been limited by widely acknowledged but as yet unsubstantiated
corruption of consular, border guard, law enforcement and state officials [6, p . 79]. In addition,
the results from a survey carried out in Ukraine in 2001 showed that many people were concerned about corruption within customs and border services [4, p. 12].
There is also actual evidence of corruption. The European Union's Border Assistant
Mission to Ukraine and Moldova - EUBAM - points out that even though border conuption has
been decreasing in recent years, it is still present in the two countries [2, p.13]. Measures have
been taken to improve the situation. At the field level, EUBAM has been able to advice on im-
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proving proceaure-s-ih-order to reduce the opportunities for conuption:--A-jointoperation has
been created in which border guards and the police have begun to operate more closely together.
A special system, ASYCUDA, has been introduced in order to restrict direct payments made to
customs officers_ ·In addition, a directive has been implemented limiting the amount of money to
be carried by officers and prohibiting the use of mobile phones [ibid].
In the Republic of Moldova, during the first 10 months of 2008, disciplinary measures
were taken against 183 border officials, of which 36 were sacked for corrupt acts and behaviour.
10 files were passed on to the public prosecutor and 6 people were arrested. As a comparison, in
the year before, 179 were punished and one person sacked. In 2006, 143 employees were fined
and no-one sacked [9] .
To date, the economic modelling of state border corruption is basically non-existent. One
reason is that data more detailed than the above is extremely hard to come by, due to the clanlack of willin'gness to share information. Using
destine nature of the subject and the authori~s'
data from court cases is a difficult approach as well, since there would be no way of adjusting
the parameters in the model without knowing the shadow size of true cases and the prosecution
intensity. However, for a purely theoretical context, there are several approaches that one could
'
think of.
In a game theoretical setting, one approach would be to construct a regular auditing
model with mixed strategy equilibria and regular observation. Contrary to Nash equilibria, such
models do not predict that auditors react only to incentives faced by their counterpart, but they
also react to own incentives (at least in a lab environment). See, for example [8]
Another possibility would be to study state border corruption within a framework of resource allocation. The following model assumes that the task of the border guard service is to
minimise the number of illegal border crossings, in presence of corruption. We start out with the
following designations:
N - the general number of border guards,
L - the number of oblasts protected by the Border Guard Service,

N, - the number of border guards in i
~,-

- th oblast, L~

= l N, - N ,

the average number of migrants in i - th oblast, trying to cross the border with the
help of conupt border guards for the defined period,
a, - the level of cOlTuption in i - th oblast,

B, - budgetary funds p.llocated to border protection in i - th oblast,
B - general budgetary expenses allocated to the protection of the state bord~.
We assume that the .level of corruption is inversely proportional to the level Of budgetary investments. The higher the wage of the border guard, the less likely it is that he or she will be inclined to COlTUpt behavior. We therefore assume that

eN.

a . =--'

, B,

where c is a coefficient of proportionality, as a first general approximation for all oblasts. Coefficient a, is the share of corrupt border officials. Furthermore, it is clear that even in presence of
corrupt border guards, a risk of disclosure still exists for the group of illegal migrants. It is therefore natural to introduce the probability p, for a successful border crossing of the group of illegal migrants, which is proportional to the share of COlTUpt border guards. That is:
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p; =c;a p o<c; <1
One of the purposes of the Border Guard Service is to minimize the number of illegal migrants
crossing the state border. Out of this purpose, a problem of optimally distributing budgetary
funds to areas so as to minimize the general average of illegal migrants, ari ses. Mathematically,
this can be formulated in the following way:
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under constraints

(2)
The magnitude M is the average number of illegal migrants who have successfully overcome the
border. Having expressed B) , from the relationship (2) and having equated the partial derivatives

M and B, to zero, i= 2, 3, """' L, we get
aM _ .  ~)cINl
aB i  (B  L~=2
B[ )2

(3)

After reduction to a common denominator, we have
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(4)

i=2,3, ... ,L
The system (4) can be solved numerically. However, for the case L=2 it can be solved analyticase the equations of the system (4) are transformed into one quadratic equation:
cally. In t.~is

k)(N -NJB; -k2N 2(B-B 2)2=0,
where k; = ~,C ; C,
i =1,2.
Its positive solution looks as follows:

- k2N2B + B~ klk2NIN2
kiN) -k2N2

B = - - - - - - - - '- - - 2

That is, taking into account (2)

Thus the average number of illegal migrants who have successfullyovercome the border equals

M min

=k N
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We investigate the dependence of this magnitude on the level of corruption. Considering that

ai = C;i and k; =
,

~ i C j C,

we see that M mm =

~]ca

+ ~2c

2 a 2'

In this equality, a j has been calculated at the optimum ?istribution of resources B j • Put differently, in the above model the minimum average of migrants who have successfully overcome
the border linearly depends on the corruption levels in oblasts at an optimum allocation of the
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budget and afixed distribution of the nwnber of border guards. The above model shows how to
allocate budgetary resources if the levels of corruption and the number of border guards are
known for each oblast. For the two-oblast case, the solution was written out explicitly. Possibly,
a model closer to reality would be one in which the number of border guards per oblast were not
fixed, but ought to be allocated according to. the budget. The local budgets of each oblast would
in that case be subject so some lower constraint. However, a model of this kind could only be
solved numerically.
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